Out of sight, out of mind
If you cannot see them, they are not there

Perhaps one of the greatest myths is, if you cannot see pests in your home or office, then you simply do not have any pest problems. While, no traces
of pests are a good sign, it is still important to carry out a regular pest inspection and treatment. Why, you may ask, well most pests are nocturnal
creatures (meaning they usually come out at night) while there is less human traffic or activity. How often have you flicked on a light and noticed little
critters running away behind appliances or furniture? Or after a regular pest treatment you retune from a getaway to simply find several dead pests.
When one thinks of regular property maintenance and upkeep, often it is home repairs or routine checks that come to mind, such as housekeeping.
However, how often is regular pest treatment on the top of the list. Pests are cleaver creatures and will often find a way to entre your home or office.
The main issue that often occurs, is that if we cannot see pests, we being to consider they are not there. Well, often the sign of a single pest could be
a high probability that they have already nested or infested your property. For example, a single ant, cockroach, spider, or rodent you may see there
are likely several more living hidden away between the cavity of your walls, under appliances, whitegoods, or furniture.
That is why, it is important to carry out regular pest inspections and employ a professional to have a look and determine if you have any pest
problems. These days many companies are only too happy to give free quotes and consultation over the phone and discuss your pest problems or
solutions. Our takeaway message from this edition of regular helpful readings is, just because you may not see pests in your home or office it does not
mean they are not there. Moreover, it pays to have regular pest control and as the great quote goes “if in doubt ask for help”.
For more household friendly reading and information visit: www.amgpest.com.au
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube: @amgpest
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